Squires Garden Centre, Milford
Garden centres are fun when there is a place to play!
Client: Squires garden centres
Address: Portsmouth Road, Milford, Surrey GU8 5HL
Budget: £40,000
Age Range: Toddlers, Juniors, Families

Project Story
The play area at Milford had been decommissioned as the play equipment and surfacing were no
longer serviceable. Squires wanted a play area that reflected their core business values which would
provide equipment that was eco-friendly and from a sustainable resource. Our choice
of Robinia timber and the stringent adherence to ISO 14001 along with Proludic’s
waste management processes meant we were the right partner to deliver for
Squires. Origin uses Robinia timber which is FSC certified and reproduces
the very essence nature has to offer. Children’s senses are awakened and
stimulated by tactile and visual contact with Robinia wood. This is a lovely
play oasis for children to play whilst their parents focus on their shopping
experience at Squires.
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It was a pleasure working with Squires at Milford to upgrade their play facility. We
embraced their aspiration to procure a sustainable and environmentally friendly play space
that offered maximum play value to children to play on whilst their family visited the
centre. The company’s environmental policy drives us to take action on the sustainable
use of natural resources, and in doing so we can ensure a better quality of life for
future generations. Happy children make happy shoppers!
				
				
Anne Parkin - Key Accounts Manager, Proludic

New play area

Origin’ Multiplay Unit

Design

Treehouse

Proludic’s Origin’ Range
Origin’ is a Robinia wood multiplay equipment range is great for natural settings. The range takes
inspiration from our natural environment and children’s instinctive desire to play and interact with
their surroundings. The clean product lines, minimal design and essential play activities are all values
which form the fundamental principles of the Origin’ range.
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